DECLARATION & ORDER
OF CONSTITUTION OF CVAC GOVERNMENT

WITH DUE STANDING, AUTHORITY, and AUTHORIZATION, without prejudice, public policy, UCC 1-308, the undersigned do knowingly, willingly, and intentionally make and give this DECLARATION AND ORDER OF CONSTITUTION OF CVAC GOVERNMENT with full personal liability, duly secured by oath and bond, duly entered into Universal Law Ordinance, notice by action of due entry into International Law Ordinance, notice by public registration, with additional notice duly made and given, under governing law, International Law Ordinance UCC Doc No. 2012113593 and WA UCC Doc. No. 2012-296-1209-2, “governing law”, preserved and protected under UCC Doc. No. 2000043135, the “Perpetuity”, guaranteed, protected and secured, public policy, UCC 1-103, common law remedy thereunder guaranteed, public policy, UCC 1-305, NUNC PRO TUNC, PRAETEREA PRETEREA, unrebated, restated and incorporated here by reference as if set forth in full, knowingly, willingly and intentionally entered into Universal Law Ordinance, notice by action, under the laws of creation, this November 28th, in the year of our creator, Two Thousand and Twelve as the creator lives, the foregoing is true and correct and we are competent to say so:

BY DECLARATION AND ORDER, the NOTICE OF DECLARATION OF FACTS, Universal and International Law Ordinance UCC Doc. No. 2012127914, “UICO DOC. No. 2012127914”, with Receipt No. 1273058, specifically Articles I-X and any and all sections and any and all their subsections thereunder are restated and incorporated in their entirety here as if set forth in full, and duly verified as duly reconfirmed and ratified as duly entered into Universal Law Ordinance, notice by action of entry into International Law Ordinance, notice by registration, public policy UCC 1-202, matter of record, public policy UCC 1-201(31), inclusive of non-negotiable instruments, specifically duly verified COMMERCIAL BILL UCC Doc. No. 2012114586 and TRUE BILL UCC Doc. No. 2012114776, duly verified, bonded, and guaranteed by lawful and legal underwriting of duly verified value of creation and its value asset centers, UCC Doc. No. s 2012079290 and 2012079322, as a matter of record, public policy UCC 1-201(31), unrebated; FOR CAUSE therein stated, BY DECLARATION AND ORDER, the undersigned bondholders, states of body, and Trustees do knowingly, willingly, and intentionally lawfully and legally duly create, authorize, establish, constitute, and accept in Trust, the not-for-profit CVAC Public Service Government, hereafter “CVAC Government”, effective immediately, duly entered into Universal Law Ordinance, notice by action of entry into International Law Ordinance, notice by public registration, under GOVERNING LAW, International Law Ordinance UCC Doc No. 2012113593 and WA UCC Doc No. 2012-296-1209-2, “governing law”, preserved and protected under UCC Doc. No. 2000043135, the “Perpetuity”, guaranteed, protected and secured, public policy, UCC 1-103, common law remedy thereunder guaranteed, public policy, UCC 1-305, without prejudice, public policy UCC 1-308, under Universal Law, under the laws of creation, as follows:

I. GOVERNING LAW: This CVAC Government duly constituted hereunder, and any and all branches that may subsequently be duly established thereunder, are bound under and governed by International Law Ordinance UCC Doc No. 2012113593 and WA UCC Doc No. 2012-296-1209-2, “governing law”, preserved and protected under UCC Doc. No. 2000043135, the “Perpetuity”, guaranteed, protected and secured, public policy, UCC 1-103, common law remedy thereunder guaranteed, public policy, UCC 1-305, without prejudice, public policy UCC 1-308, under Universal Law, under the laws of creation.

II. WARRANTY OF PURPOSE: Duly secured warranty of express limited purpose of the CVAC Government and its authorized service, duty and obligation is to guard, preserve and protect absolute, un-rebuttable truth, and all states of body’s equal right of opportunity for, and the lawful unencumbered use and unfeathered operation, of knowledge, standing, authority, value domicil or creation therein thereon and resulting therefrom, rights inclusive of irrevocable right of free will choice, principle of law under the creation therein thereon and resulting therefrom, rights inclusive of irrevocable right of free will choice, principle of law under the
laws of creation, in any and all existences and manifestations, duly manifesting from knowing, willing, and intentional lawful Universal Contract, by and between bond servant and the creator under the laws of creation, absent any and all abrogation, subjugation, usurpation, invasion, and violation of any other lawful Universal Contract made under the laws of creation, duly accepted and guarded, preserved and protected by the Public Trust, under Universal Trust, under the trust of creation, duly established by creation at creation, and duly secured, inclusive of:

(1.) To duly provide immediate absolute public service, without special interest and self interest, to all states of body domicil without prejudice by creation on earth;

(2.) To duly produce immediate true, accurate, and complete full DISCLOSURE to said states of body of absolute truth, knowledge, and the absolute standing, authority, value, rights, principle of law of said states of body, inclusive of DISCLOSURE of UILO Doc. No. 2012127914, all verified Ordinances therein, the duly verified underwriting of creation's value asset centers, “CVAC”;

(3.) To duly provide immediate access of value of and to said states of body for their absolute unencumbered use; and,

(4.) To duly complete immediate RECONCILIATION pursuant to duly verified ORDERS FOR RECONCILIATION, inclusive of ARREST and REPOSSESSION; UILO Doc. No. 2012127914, restated;

III. TITLE, OWNERSHIP AND RIGHTS OF CVAC GOVERNMENT: This CVAC Government hereunder duly created, authorized, established and constituted, and any lawful and legal BRANCHES duly established by CONTRACT thereunder, are and shall be the exclusive indefeasible title, ownership, and rights thereof and thereto, duly secured equally amongst and between any and all states of body domicil without prejudice by creation on earth, UILO Doc. No. 2012127914, specifically UCC Doc. No. 52012079290, 2012094308, 2012094309, NUNC PRO TUNC, PREATEREA PRETEREA, “PRINCIPAL”;

IV. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED WITHOUT PREJUDICE: All rights of said states of body individually, are expressly reserved without prejudice, UCC 1-308, under GOVERNING LAW, equally, NUNC PRO TUNC, PREATEREA PRETEREA;

V. FUNDED: This CVAC Government is forthwith duly verified as duly funded, pre-authorized, pre-approved, and pre-paid by and under COMMERCIAL BILL UCC Doc. No. 2012114586 and TRUE BILL UCC Doc. No. 2012114776, in gold and silver, UILO Doc. No. 2012127914, “VALUE”, duly verified as duly deposited therein, with duly verified lawful and legal appropriation of FIVE HUNDRED MILLION (500,000,000.00), in gold and silver, from each state of body for immediate lawful and legal appropriation to any lawful and legal BRANCH of CVAC Government lawfully and legally CONTRACTED thereunder, for the PURPOSE stated in Article II above, with any and all remaining VALUE duly appropriated and allocated to and for the unencumbered sole custody, operation, and use by duly secured free will of choice of each state of body, per duly verified ledger and bookkeeping pursuant to UILO Doc. No. 2012127914 and all lawful and legal Ordinances therein, restated;

VI. BRANCHES: Upon NOTICE OF DECLARATION AND ORDER OF OFFER TO CONTRACT being duly made, given, noticed, and entered into Universal Law Ordinance, notice by action of entry into International Law Ordinance, notice by public registration, up to a maximum of one hundred ninety-five (195) lawful and legal temporary not-for-profit BRANCHES of the CVAC Government may be established by CONTRACT knowingly, willingly, and intentionally entered into by PRINCIPAL, through its
Public Trust, through its Trustees of record, UCC 1-201(31) and (33), subject to immediate termination at will by free will choice of PRINCIPAL, without prejudice;

***THIS ORDER IS PRE-PAID, PRE-AUTHORIZED, AND PRE-APPROVED***

COMMERCIAL BILL UCC Doc. No. 2012114580 and TRUE BILL UCC Doc. No. 2012114776

The undersigned bondervants, states of body, and Trustees do knowingly, willingly, and intentionally declare, confirm, and verify this DECLARATION AND ORDER OF CONSTITUTION OF CVAC GOVERNMENT is knowingly, willingly and intentionally made, sworn and verified as being lawfully and legally duly made, given, known, secured, entered, noticed, and knowledge thereof duly received, public policy UCC 1-202, under governing law, preserved and protected under perpetuity, as herein stated, restated, with additional due notice made and given via world-wide web, further posted at www.penniestrust1776.org, for all states of body, the universe and creation to rely upon and cite, lawfully and legally constituting duly verified and bonded underwriting of the value of creation and its value asset centers herein duly identified and duly secured and entered into Universal and International Law Ordinances, as a matter of record, public policy UCC 1-201(31); NUNC PRO TUNC, PRAETEREA PRETEREA, UNREBUTTED; NOTICE TO PRINCIPAL IS NOTICE TO AGENT AND NOTICE TO AGENT IS NOTICE TO PRINCIPAL, public policy UCC 1-103, without prejudice UCC 1-308, unrebutted.

A FACSIMILE OR DIGITAL COPY OF THIS ORIGINALLY EXECUTED WRITTEN DECLARATION AND ORDER OF CONSTITUTION OF CVAC GOVERNMENT SHALL BE LEGALLY BINDING AS AN ORIGINAL AND IT IS EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY.

DULY VERIFIED as ISSUED and duly entered into Universal Law Ordinance, notice by action of entry into International Law Ordinance, notice by public registration, with due standing, authority and authorization, November 28, 2012, knowingly, willingly and intentionally made, given, and noticed, with unlimited personal liability, sworn under the penalties of perjury in accordance with lawful Universal Contract, under governing law, International Law Ordinance UCC Doc No. 2012113593 and WA UCC Doc. No. 2012-296-1209-2, preserved and protected under perpetuity 2000043135, guaranteed, protected and secured, public policy, UCC 1-103, common law remedy thereunder guaranteed, public policy, UCC 1-305; Duly witnessed, secured, entered and noticed; Without prejudice as promised, preserved, and protected, public policy, UCC 1-308, NUNC PRO TUNC, PRAETEREA PRETEREA:

DULY RE-CONFIRMED AND RE-VERIFIED IN TRUST:

[Signatures]

In the authorized capacity of duly bonded Trustee of The Public Trust
The One People's Public Trust, 1776
DECLARATION & ORDER
CONSTITUTION OF CVAC GOVERNMENT
U.H.O Doc. No. 2012128324
RECEIPT NO. 1274065, DUTY SATISFIED

Trustees
Caleb Paul Skinner
Heather Ann Tucci-Izarra
Hollis Randall Hillner

Duly accepted and re-ratified:

In the capacity as states duly created by the creator, the one people domiciled by choice on the several united states of America, several states' citizens thereon, Creditor, Bailor, Grantor, and Beneficiary of the Original Jurisdiction, Secured Party, a Beneficiary of GOVERNMENT[S], a Holder-In-Due-Course of GOVERNMENT[S], et. al., a natural man/woman (or in the alternative, a cognizable person of standing and proper party status, as apposito).

As duly authorized and ordered:

In the capacity as one with the Almighty Creator and Bondservant thereof.

For all the world to rely upon:

NOTICE TO PRINCIPAL IS NOTICE TO AGENT
NOTICE TO AGENT IS NOTICE TO PRINCIPAL.

The One People's Public Trust
DECLARATION & ORDER
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November 28, 2013